
1. Introduction
Solar irradiance variability is put into the context of Earth atmospheric anthropogenic and natural climate forcing 
in Chapter 2 of the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Forster 
et al., 2007). In this report, the authors estimate that the combined radiative forcing due to anthropogenic contri-
butions [+1.6 (−1.0, +0.8) W m−2] is likely to be at least five times larger than the secular change in the total solar 
irradiance (TSI) since the dawn of the industrial age in the year 1750. However, the report ranks the scientific under-
standing of the solar contribution as “low” and notes that additional climate forcing through the Sun's ultraviolet (UV) 
contributions and other solar related mechanisms such as energetic particle deposition in the upper atmosphere cannot 
be ruled out (Seppälä & Clilverd, 2014). The review of solar forcing in the Earth's atmosphere by Gray et al. (2010) 
delineates a number of potential mechanisms that might contribute significantly to the Earth climate observations that 
were beyond the scope of the IPCC report. Both the Gray et al. (2010) review and the IPCC assessment emphasize 
what can be learned from proxy-based studies of solar variability; this is a very natural tendency since long-term 
records are needed to discern the lowest-frequency modes of the solar forcing component (Douglass & Clader, 2002).

For about a decade, in-depth studies involving stratospheric chemistry climate models have included solar 
spectral irradiance (SSI) variations. In depth chemistry-climate model comparison studies reported by Austin 
et al. (2008); Mattthes et al., 2017 (CMIP6); and Mitchell et al., 2015 (CMIP5). These detailed studies suggest not 
only direct photochemical response to UV variability in the stratosphere, but a solar-induce dynamical response. 
In the CMIP5 Study (Mitchell et al., 2015) suggested solar cycle modification of the Polar Jet Oscillation, but 
the model response was not robust across all the models employed in the study. Dhomse et al. (2016) conducted 
a similar study with reanalyzed SAGE observations but noted that, even with improvements in the SAGE II data, 
there are still large uncertainties in current observational and meteorological reanalysis data sets that require a 
more accurate quantification of the solar influence than what is currently existent.

This crucial quantification of the solar influence for SSI involves two interlinked activities. First, the absolute 
radiometric scale of the spectral radiometer must be established and comply with international standards, and 
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second, the stability of the instrument must be analyzed to assess potential long-term drifts in the instrument in-
duced by potential uncorrected sensitivity degradation. This second point is crucial because the required climate 
records of solar variability must span multiple missions and several solar cycles. Section 2 sets the stage for the 
comparative analysis by comparing and contrasting Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) and Total 
and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1) Spectral Irradiance Monitors (SIM) instrument attributes, generational 
differences in instrument design, and the status of the two instruments at the time of the comparison. Section 3 
provides the detailed statistical analysis used to derive the TSIS-1 SIM Adjusted Values (TAV) presented in Sec-
tion 4. This wavelength-dependent one-time irradiance scale correction essentially updates the original SORCE 
ALEPH correction, but at the end of the mission instead of SORCE DAY 453 (21 April 2004). This irradiance 
correction does not attempt to correct any long-term trends present in the SORCE SIM V27 and TSIS-1 SIM V06 
data. A consistent degradation correction method is applied uniformly throughout the SORCE mission (Harder 
et al., 2021). Once these degradation corrections are made, the final step is to apply a multiplicative correction 
factor to bring the SORCE data onto the irradiance scale of the SORCE SIM reference spectrum determined 
on mission day 453 as described in Harder et al. (2010). In essence what we are doing in this manuscript is to 
bring this SORCE DAY 453 reference spectrum into agreement with preflight calibration of TSIS-1. The TSIS-
1 corrected SORCE SIM data along with its associated uncertainties is published on the SORCE website (see 
Section 6 for the necessary links). Section 5 then compares the integrated TAV data product with SORCE TIM 
V19 TSI. Section 6 specifies all the online locations of critical data that is used in the overlap analysis. Section 7 
summarizes the results and discusses the impact of the advanced calibration capabilities of TSIS-1 SIM. Assess-
ment of the mutual long-term stability of the two instruments is presented in a separate manuscript in this journal.

2. Basis for the SORCE and TSIS-1 Instrument Comparison
2.1. Summary of SORCE and TSIS-1 Instrument Attributes

The design, operation, calibration, and performance of SORCE SIM is described in a series of papers published 
in the journal Solar Physics. The first (Harder, Fontenla, et  al.,  2005) describes the scientific requirements, 
design, and operation modes for the instrument. The second (Harder, Fontenla, et al., 2005) discusses the fun-
damental measurement equations and the preflight calibration methodology for the instrument. The third paper 
(Harder et al., 2010) continues the discussion of the absolute calibration of the instrument describing additional 
post-launch characterizations using flight spare components and comparisons with the SORCE and UARS Solar 
Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE) instruments and the ATLAS 3 composite (Thuillier 
et al., 2009). A comprehensive discussion of SORCE SIM degradation corrections and the method used to extract 
time dependent errors is presented in Harder et al. (2021).

Harder, Fontenla, et al. (2005) provides a detailed description of the SIM instrument, but the basic optical con-
figuration is briefly described here. There are two SIM channels called SIMA and SIMB. SIMA is used for daily 
solar measurements, and SIMB is used for tracking SIMA degradation trends and only makes solar observations 
about once a month. Each SIM channel has an entrance slit, a Féry prism, and a set of exit slits for each detector 
in its focal plane. There are three different photodiodes to cover the wide SIM spectral range of 200–1,630 nm 
and referred to as the UV, VIS1, and IR photodiodes. The reference detector for each channel is an electrical 
substitution radiometer (ESR) that provides a very low degradation irradiance measurement standard and is used 
to correct the more radiation susceptible photodiode detectors. The ESR also provides measurements for the IR 
out to 2,416 nm.

Richard et  al.  (2020) provide a detailed analysis and description of the TSIS-1 SIM instrument and its pre-
flight calibration. TSIS-1 SIM began operations from the International Space Station (ISS) in March 2018 and 
nominally provides an SSI spectrum every 12  hr. Advances in both instrument design and preflight spectral 
irradiance calibration techniques have resulted in the TSIS-1 SIM achieving higher absolute accuracy than the 
first generation SORCE SIM throughout the 200–2401.4 nm spectral range. A comprehensive detector-based 
Spectral Radiometer Facility (SRF) was developed in collaboration with the US National Institute for Standards 
and Technology (NIST) to ensure compliance to spectral SI standards in power and irradiance. Traceability is 
achieved via direct laser calibration of a focal plane ESR against a cryogenic radiometer in power mode and also 
irradiance responsivity via calibrated apertures. The TSIS-1 SIM accuracy definition followed an absolute sensor 
approach based on a full radiometric measurement equation where component-level performance characteriza-
tions and calibrations were quantified with an associated uncertainty error budget and verified by independent 
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measurements for each parameter. Unit-level characterizations were completed over the full operational envelope 
of external driving factors (e.g., pointing and temperature ranges) and were allowed for the independent parame-
terization of sub-assembly performance for expected operating conditions. Validation and final instrument end-to 
end absolute calibration in the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP)-SRF achieved low com-
bined standard uncertainty (uc < 0.25%, k = 1) in spectral irradiance.

2.2. TSIS-1 Instrument Design Enhancements From the SORCE Design

The TSIS-1 SIM was launched with an absolute scale calibration traceable to SI standards with an overall uncer-
tainty of ∼0.1%–0.25%—about a factor of 10× improvement over available calibration capabilities at the time 
of the SORCE preflight calibration (2001–2003). Improvements in absolute scale accuracy where driven by the 
NIST development of the Spectral Irradiance and Radiance Calibration using Uniform Sources (SIRCUS; Brown 
et al., 2004) laser system in conjunction with a NIST calibrated cryogenic radiometer. Additional design improve-
ments and lessons-learned between the SORCE and TSIS-1 eras include:

1.  Provide an ultra-high vacuum/ultra clean instrument chamber design that limits hydrocarbon contamination of 
the prism glass – the leading cause of degradation in satellite-borne spectral spectrometers.

2.  Employ a three-spectrometer redundancy instead of two that allows for improved degradation corrections for 
both the daily working channel (SIMA) and the monthly correction channel (SIMB).

3.  Conduct instrument operations that follow strict non-varying rates of solar exposure.
4.  Redesign ESR for improved low-noise performance. A reduced ESR bolometer capacitance increases the 

open-loop gain thereby increasing detector sensitivity.
5.  TSIS-1 SIM photodiodes employ 20 bit dual-slope analog-to-digital converter (ADC) compared to a 13-bit 

sampled ADC on SORCE—an improvement of factor of 128 thereby permitting photon noise limited perfor-
mance of these detectors.

6.  Improved stray light rejection and off-axis pointing corrections.

2.3. Instrument Status at the Time of the Comparison

2.3.1. Challenges in the SORCE/TSIS-1 Comparison

It is important to note that the comparison was conducted during the last two years of the SORCE 17-year 
mission, while the TSIS-1 observations commenced shortly after commissioning (on TSIS-1 mission day 100). 
Because of this, SORCE and TSIS-1 are in entirely different states of degradation and employ very different 
methods of degradation correction. In particular, the accumulated amounts of solar exposure are vastly different 
on the last day of the overlap period. For SORCE the SIMA channel had 461.9 days of exposure, and SIMB had 
a total 75.4 days. For TSIS-1, its three channels were 75.3, 8.8, and 1.0 days of exposure at the end of the com-
parison time period. Note that analysis of telemetry provides very accurate measures of exposure time, and this 
quantity is a key component in the degradation correction schemes for both instruments.

Another important point is that the observation schedules for these two instruments were very different particu-
larly during the time of this comparison for the SORCE instrument. By September 2010 (7.6 mission years) 
management of the SORCE battery power due to the inevitable failure of the nickel hydride common pressure 
vessel (CPV) battery cells dictated every-orbit power cycling first for SIMB in September 2010 and then both 
SIM channels in May 2011. In July 2013 (10.5 mission years), two additional CPV failures caused the battery 
voltage to drop below the brownout threshold for the primary onboard computer (OBC) during eclipse periods. 
The SORCE Mission Operation team developed a process to manually turn on the OBC at orbit sunrise, then 
load and execute stored commands to turn on the remaining components during orbit day and off again prior to 
sunset. This process relied on Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) satellite-to-satellite commu-
nication to both command and collect SORCE telemetry. This highly complex mission scenario is referred to as 
the Day-Only Operation (DO-Op) mode in this document. As discussed in subsequent sections, daily corrections 
are made for wavelength shift and temperature drift—see Section 2.3.2. An additional correction is needed for 
time periods of telemetry blackout where communications with the TDRSS satellite were disrupted. In a similar 
manner, TSIS-1 SIM acquires data over several orbits to maintain a constant rate of exposure for all three chan-
nels, although ISS activities occasionally interrupt data acquisition.
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2.3.2. SORCE/TSIS-1 Temperature History During the Comparison

One of the critical requirements for solar spectral radiometry is to be able to discriminate day-to-day differences 
in solar irradiance on the order 10−4 or better. One of the major hurdles in achieving this level of precision is to 
autonomously maintain continuous orbit-to-orbit temperature stability to within about 1°C. For both SORCE 
and TSIS-1, temperature enters the spectral radiometer's measurement equation through changes in the index 
of refraction of the prism glass, temperature dependence of the radiant sensitivity of the photodiode detectors, 
and changes in mechanical alignment to critical components in the instrument's optical train. In addition to loss 
of optical transmissivity due to solar radiation, temperature induced changes in orientation of optical elements, 
focal plane location of slits, and possibly bending of the optical bench produce irreversible changes in the overall 
sensitivity of the instruments that require amendments in the measurement equation. This problem is particularly 
noticeable in SORCE SIM where multiple spacecraft safe-hold events caused instrument temperatures to drop be-
low 0°C for several consecutive days. After these events, noticeable changes in the wavelength scale and detector 
response were observed that required changes in data processing to correct for the occurrence these events. The 
problem was exacerbated in SORCE SIM with the transition to the DO-Op mode in April 2014 where instrument 
power was shut off on every orbit-night to conserve battery power, and instrument heating and observations were 
restarted upon the return to orbit-day.

The full-mission temperature history of the SIM instrument is shown in Figure 1a, as depicted for the SIMA VIS1 
photodiode temperature. Because SIMA and SIMB are located in the same physical enclosure and thermally 
clamped to the spacecraft observatory, very similar temperature values occur for the two channels. The VIS1 
photodiode is located in close proximity to the ESR detector – the only individually heated sub-component in the 
instrument. Figure 1a shows a clear indication of the safe-hold events where temperatures dropped below 0°C. 
The time periods of individual orbit night power cycling are identified at the top of the panel. Figure 1b details 
the temperature variations during the time frame of the SORCE/TSIS-1 comparison and shows a reduction in 
temperature stability while operating in the DO-Op mode relative to the TSIS-1 SIM under full-time temperature 

Figure 1. The temperature history for the visible (VIS1) photodiode on both Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment 
(SORCE) and Total and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1) Spectral Irradiance Monitor. Panel (a) shows the mission length 
time history for this temperature monitor. The downward spikes seen in the data correspond to spacecraft safe-hold and 
thermal events. Notice that during the power cycling and Day-Only Operation mode more significant temperature variations 
occur. Panel (b) shows the temperature variations during the SORCE/TSIS-1 comparison time period and indicates the 
magnitude of the temperature variations for both instruments.
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control. The larger variations are tied to the spacecraft beta-angle that controls the length of time the instruments 
are in the daylight portion of the orbit. Prior to temperature cycling in the early part of the mission, the SORCE 
SIM VIS1 temperature monitor has a long-term stability about ∼0.4°C peak-to-peak variations—this is to be 
compared to TSIS-1 SIM where the variations are about 1.7°C. When power cycling commenced on SORCE 
SIM, the beta-angle related temperature variations increased to ∼6.3°C thereby reducing the long-term stability 
of the instrument. On a single orbit basis, SORCE SIM has an increase in temperature of about 1.7°C, whereas 
TSIS-1 SIM will increase by about 0.1°C.

Another consequence of SORCE SIM instrument power cycling concerns the operation of the ESR. The ESR is 
the only component in the SIM instrument that is actively temperature regulated. Detector heaters are located on 
the external shell of the detector and a second concentric shell provides additional thermal isolation to dampen 
any second order temperature gradients—see Harder, Lawrence, et al. (2005). Every-orbit power cycling induces 
a loss in temperature regulation and the ESR can no longer reach a stable operating temperature over the span of 
a single orbit. While phase sensitive detection allows for continued detector operation, additional thermal noise is 
generated and limits the stability of the observation particularly in the 1598.95–2401.4 nm spectral range. Addi-
tional operational constraints in the DO-Op mode also limit telemetry quality thereby substantially reducing the 
number of viable spectra that can be used in the SORCE TSIS-1 comparison for this wavelength range.

3. SORCE/TSIS-1 SIM Irradiance Scale Comparison
3.1. Matching Spectra

The comparison was conducted with SORCE SIM V27 and TSIS-1 SIM V06 (24-hr data product). The compar-
ison was conducted from 23 March 2018 to 25 February 2020 spanning 705 days. During this time SORCE col-
lected 684 observations and TSIS-1 conducted 563 observations. Observations from both instruments occurred 
on 579 common days. Small wavelength gaps in both the SORCE and TSIS-1 records are filled with valid data 
from the next valid time stamp (i.e., backfilling), and records with large wavelength gaps are rejected. The crite-
rion for rejection is that if the day has more than 200 irradiance values missing, it is excluded. Sixteen (16) days 
were rejected for SORCE, and an additional nine (9) days were excluded due to missing TSIS-1 data, leaving a 
final sample of 554 days with concurrent and useable SORCE and TSIS spectra, thus ∼79% of a daily cadence. 
Back-filled data at individual wavelengths is not included in calculating statistics for the comparison. Backfilled 
data are identified and flagged in data processing. Since the statistics are found one wavelength at a time, the 
number Nmutual in Equation set 1 could be different at each wavelength step.

The TSIS-1 SIM data is interpolated to match the SORCE SIM wavelength scale over the TSIS-1 SIM bandpass 
since the spectral sampling is slightly higher for TSIS-1. No wavelength scale shift or stretch was applied to the 
SORCE wavelength scale for this study. A wavelength shift/stretch is readily identifiable in two spectra by the 
appearance of derivative-like structure in the ratio with the spectral slope changes. There are small differences in 
the resolution of the two instruments due to small changes in dispersion of the prism glass and slight differences 
in figure of the optical elements. Improved scattered light rejection appears in the TSIS-1 SIM instrument due 
improved prism polishing capabilities and to the fact that all the photodiode detectors are placed 10 mm behind 
the exit slits for each channel whereas SORCE SIM instrument design allowed for 2 mm distance for the infrared 
and visible detectors, but with a 10 mm displacement behind the exit slit for the UV photodiode. For SORCE, the 
UV photodiode is located on the opposite side of the entrance slit from the ESR and the VIS1 and IR photodiodes. 
For TSIS-1 all the photodiode detectors are on the same side of the entrance slit as the ESR. Larger rotation an-
gles are needed for the SORCE SIM in its configuration, and greater spectral overlap between the UV and visible 
photodiodes occurs for TSIS-1 SIM because of its position in the focal plane.

3.2. Comparison of SORCE and TSIS-1 SIM Spectra and Time Series

Figure 2a compares the spectra for SORCE V27 and TSIS-1 V06 SIM in the UV and includes the SORCE SOL-
STICE V18 data (McClintock et al., 2005) convolved to the resolution of the SORCE SIM. The spectra shown in 
these plots is an average of 554 matched pairs and SOLSTICE had valid observations on each of the comparison 
days. Figure 2b shows the standard deviations for the individual instruments. Typically, a lower standard devi-
ation occurs for TSIS-1 indicating improved stability and lower noise characteristics. Both SORCE and TSIS-1 
SIM show smaller standard deviations than SOLSTICE most likely due to differences in the performance of 
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photodiode detectors in the SIM instruments versus the SOLSTICE photomultiplier tubes with an additional 
contribution from temperature instability. Figures 2c and 2d repeat this for the full range of SORCE and TSIS-1 
SIM. Deviations in the absolute scale appear in this figure, and will discussed in Section 3.3. As seen for the 
UV detectors, the visible and infrared standard deviations (Figure  2d) are smaller for TSIS-1 than SORCE. 
A lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is apparent for SORCE SIM in the 310–400 nm range due to the limited 
performance of the sampling ADC. Also notable is increased noise for both instruments in the 880–1,000 nm 
range due to increased temperature coefficient for radiant sensitivity for silicon photodiodes. As discussed in 
Section 2.3.2, lower temperature stability significantly increases the standard deviation of the SORCE SIM ESR 
in the 1598.95–2401.4 nm range.

Figure 3 shows the time series for the instruments over the comparison time range at five different wavelengths 
with SOLSTICE included in the 250 nm panel. The differences in noise level are apparent in these plots with 
a high level of trend agreement throughout. The 1797.62 nm plot shows higher noise in the SORCE SIM ESR 
data. The open squares in this panel are the occasions of complete ESR infrared scans, the small closed squares 
are backfilled data.

Figure 2. Comparison spectra for Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) V27 and Total and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1) V06 Spectral Irradiance 
Monitor (SIM). Panel (a) compares average SORCE SIM and Solar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE) V18 with TSIS-1 SIM over the time span 
of the comparison. The SOLSTICE spectrum is convolved to the resolution of SORCE SIM. Panel (b) shows the standard deviations of each of these instruments. 
Panel (c) repeats this comparison for the full wavelength range of the SORCE and TSIS-1 SIM instruments. Panel (d) then gives the standard deviations for these two 
instruments.
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3.3. Statistical Analysis of the SORCE and TSIS-1 SIM Spectra

The comparative analysis is conducted for both differences and ratios where the TSIS-1 SIM is viewed as the ref-
erence, thus the analysis shows deviations of SORCE relative to the TSIS-1 standard. The final correction factor 
will then be a wavelength dependent multiplicative vector that will bring the SORCE SIM irradiance scale into 
agreement with TSIS-1 SIM. This vector is referred to the STICR (SORCE-SIM to TSIS-1 SIM Irradiance Cali-
bration Ratio) will be discussed in Section 4 later in this manuscript. Equations 1a–1g gives the basic statistical 
equations and are applied in subsequent subsections. The statistics are derived from 554 matched pairs of ob-
servations. For calculation of means for both ratio and difference, individual data points exceeding five standard 
deviations are rejected from the calculation and are clearly identifiable as spikes.

Because gaps in time appear in the mutual data set, the SORCE and TSIS-1 data are binned into 15-day intervals 
and averaged. This process allows for both suppression of random noise, and also allows for a more objective 
determination of the autocorrelation function. The 15-day binning reduces the number of samples in the com-
parison time period to 47 samples but guarantees at least two spectra appear in each consecutive bin. This bin 
averaging also excludes back-filled data. The median number of matched pairs in each bin is 13, with only five 
instances where the number of spectra in a single bin is less than or equal to five matched pairs.

Figure 3. Selected time series of Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) V27 and Total and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1) V06 SIM data over the 
time span of the comparison for days with same time stamp. The SORCE Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) V27 data has been scaled to match the TSIS-1 SIM mean 
irradiance, similar to the offset applied for TAV (see Section 4 for details).
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meandifference(𝜆𝜆) =

∑

(SORCE(𝜆𝜆) − TSIS(𝜆𝜆))

𝑁𝑁mutual(𝜆𝜆)
 (1a)

meanratio(𝜆𝜆) =

∑ SORCE(𝜆𝜆)

TSIS(𝜆𝜆)

𝑁𝑁mutual(𝜆𝜆)
 (1b)

𝜎𝜎
2

difference
(𝜆𝜆) = 𝜎𝜎

2

TSIS
+ 𝜎𝜎

2

SORCE
− 2𝜎𝜎2

covariance
 (1c)

�2
ratio(�)

mean2
ratio(�)

=
�2

TSIS

TSIS2
+

�2
SORCE

SORCE2
− 2

�2
covariance

TSIS × SORCE
 (1d)

�2
covariance(�) =

⟨

1
�mutual(�)

∑

�

(TSIS� − TSIS)(SORCEi − SORCE)

⟩

 (1e)

Error on meandifference or ratio =
𝜎𝜎difference or ratio

√

𝑁𝑁mutual

√

1 + 𝜑𝜑

1 − 𝜑𝜑
 (1f)

𝜑𝜑 = autocorrelation function 

𝜑𝜑(𝜆𝜆) =

∑𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿−1

𝑘𝑘=0
(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 − �̄�𝑥)(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘+𝐿𝐿 − �̄�𝑥)

∑𝑀𝑀−1

𝑘𝑘=0
(𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 − �̄�𝑥)

2
(𝐿𝐿 = 1,𝑀𝑀 = 47 binned spectra) (1g)

x = ratio or difference SORCE relative to TSIS 

Equations 1a–1g give the basic set of equations used to characterize the ratios and differences of SORCE relative 
to TSIS-1. In this way the comparative quantities show the deviations of SORCE relative to the TSIS-1 absolute 
standard. In Equation 1e, the bar over the TSIS-1 and SORCE values indicates the mean values calculated for 
the mutual 15-day binned SORCE and TSIS-1 data. Brackets surrounding the expression for the covariance in 
Equation 1e indicate a root-mean-square relation is imposed. In Equation 1g M = 47, the number of 15-day 
binned spectra.

3.3.1. SORCE and TSIS-1 SIM Autocorrelation As a Function of Wavelength

Figures 4a–4c) shows the SIM irradiance autocorrelation function as a function of wavelength for SORCE, TSIS-
1 and the SORCE/TSIS-1 ratio, respectively. As noted in the previous section, the data is binned and averaged 
into 15-day blocks prior to computing the autocorrelation function; Figure 4c) integrates the data into 20 nm bins 
to suppress wavelength-to-wavelength contributions and overlays the data for comparison. The autocorrelation 
function combines many different aspects to both the performance of the instruments and to the nature of the 
‘light source’ that the two instruments observe. Figures 4b and 4d show a systematically higher autocorrelation 
for the TSIS-1 instrument at almost all wavelengths relative to SORCE indicating a higher point-to-point stability 
in the wavelength dependence. The low autocorrelation values for SORCE (Figure 4a) are indicative of a more 
random point-to-point agreement. The structured SORCE autocorrelation is driven at some wavelengths by noise 
(such as in the 300–400 nm range) and at other wavelengths (500–600 nm range) by residual temperature vari-
ations not captured in the temperature dependent coefficient for radiant sensitivity for the photodiode detectors. 
The SORCE/TSIS-1 ratio (Figure 4c) tends to combine the characteristics of both instruments. The structure seen 
in autocorrelation plots is evident in the panels of Figure 3.

3.3.2. SORCE and TSIS-1 Difference and Ratio

Figure 5a shows the difference of SORCE relative to TSIS-1as a function of wavelength, the standard deviation 
and the standard error on the mean (SEM) difference (see Equations 1a, 1c, and 1f) are shown in Figure 5b. As 
in the calculation of the autocorrelation function (Section 3.3.1), the SORCE and TSIS-1 data are binned into the 
15-day windows prior to calculating the difference. Also shown in Figure 5b is the SORCE SIM noise equivalent 
irradiance (NEI), essentially the detector noise limit that defines the ultimate precision achievable by this instru-
ment. In Figure 5b the standard deviation of the difference does not exceed the 2σ value of the NEI, and except 
in the 280–310 nm range and the 700–800 nm range the SEM does not exceed 1σ value. In the 1,600–2,416 nm 
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range additional noise generated by temperature instability in SORCE increases the apparent noise seen in the 
ESR observations.

Figure 6 is analogous to Figure 5, but now for the fractional difference of SORCE relative to TSIS-1 SIM. Many 
of the same features appear in the ratio as seen in the difference; positive fractional differences in the UV photo-
diode in the 280–310 nm range, negative values in the 310–350 nm range, but the ratio shows different behavior 
in the infrared (950–2,416 nm) owing to a slowly changing decreases in irradiance difference with a continuously 
decreasing irradiance signal with increasing wavelength.

4. Production of the TSIS-1 SIM Adjusted Values (TAV V02)
The publicly available analysis for TAV V02 is derived and documented in a data set called STICR (SORCE SIM 
to TSIS-1 SIM Irradiance Calibration Ratio). The STICR is the mean TSIS-1/SORCE SIM irradiance ratio during 
the temporal overlap presented in this manuscript. The STICR SORCE and TSIS-1 mean spectra, plus all ancillary 
data needed to understand how this ratio was derived are contained in this data product. STICR V02 is used to cre-
ate V02 of the SORCE SIM TAV irradiance data product. See Section 6 on data access for the relevant URL links.

In simple terms, the SORCE-SIM TAV irradiance given by Equation 2:

SORCEirradiance × STICR = SORCE_TAVirradiance (2)

Figure 4. SIM irradiance autocorrelation as a function of wavelength. Panels (a–c) separately for Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE), Total 
and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1), and the SORCE/TSIS-1 ratio, respectively. In all plots, the data are binned into 15-day blocks prior to computing the 
autocorrelation function. Panel (d) also integrates the data into 20 nm blocks to suppress fluctuations so the overall tendency of the autocorrelation can be observed.
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Figure 7a shows the STICR as it appears in the STICR data file discussed in the previous paragraph. Figure 7a 
shows the full spectral range on a log-wavelength scale. While either differences or ratios can be used to perform 
the correction of SORCE to match TSIS-1, the ratio as expressed in Equation 2 was selected to remain consistent 
with the way the SORCE SIM irradiance scale factor (ALEPH) was derived in Section 4.3 of Harder et al. (2010).

Version 27 SORCE SIM data provides a daily time dependent uncertainty based on SIMA-to-SIMB differences 
(Harder et al., 2021). TSIS-1 SIM decomposes its uncertainty into three components: (a) the pre-launch cali-
bration uncertainty based on component level characterizations and end-to-end spectral validation (Richard 
et  al.,  2020); (b) measurement precision based on scan-to-scan repeatability (equivalent to the SORCE NEI 
discussed in Section 3.3.2); (c) Measurement uncertainty associated with degradation corrections and observed 
differences from the three independent channels. The TSIS-1 measurement uncertainty is then the quadrature 
addition of precision and measurement uncertainty and reflects the actual uncertainty associated with on-orbit 
measurements and is equivalent to the quoted SORCE uncertainty.

Equation 3 is analogous to Equations 1b–1g we can write the STICR and the ratio error STICRerr to derive the 
uncertainty on the STICRunc:

STICR(𝜆𝜆) =
TSISirrad(𝜆𝜆)

SORCEirrad(𝜆𝜆)
 (3a)

STICRerr(𝜆𝜆)

STICR(𝜆𝜆)
=

√

(
SORCEunc(𝜆𝜆)

SORCEirrad(𝜆𝜆)
)

2

+ (
TSISunc(𝜆𝜆)

TSISirrad(𝜆𝜆)
)

2

−
2 × STICRcovariance(𝜆𝜆)

TSISirrad(𝜆𝜆) × SORCEirrad(𝜆𝜆)
 (3b)

Figure 5. Panel (a) shows the spectral irradiance difference of Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) relative to Total and Spectral Irradiance Sensor 
Spectral Irradiance Monitor averaged over the 47 15-day blocks. Panel (b) give the standard deviation, standard error on the mean (SEM), and the noise equivalent 
irradiance for the UV, VIS, and IR photodiodes for the 240.02–1,600 nm range and the electrical substitution radiometer measurements in the 1,598.95–2,401.4 nm 
range. Except for the 280–310 nm region and 700–800 nm range, the SEM does not exceed the ±1σ instrument noise level – thus the difference is mostly noise limited. 
The top bar on the plot indicates which SORCE detector is used for the observation.
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STICRunc(𝜆𝜆) =
STICRerr(𝜆𝜆)
√

𝑁𝑁mutual

√

1 + 𝜑𝜑

1 − 𝜑𝜑
 (3c)

We investigated the effects of smoothing the TAV ratio shown in Figure 7a with a b-spline function and found a 
significantly reduced level of agreement between the two instruments. It is likely that differences in the two spec-
trometer's dispersion and possible scattered light contributions in SORCE produce the structure seen in Figure 7a. 
To suppress this wavelength structure all three panels of Figure 7 show a spectral binning of 10 nm for the 240 nm 
to 1,600 spectral range and a wider 40 nm binning for the 1,600 nm–2,400 nm range to accommodate the lower 
spectral sampling of the ESR.

Figures 7b and 7c simulate the effects of reduced comparison time on the ability to produce the STICR correction 
factor. Figure 7b shows the fractional difference from the full 704-day comparison in blocks of increasing time 
duration from 176 to 528 days. The same procedures were followed in producing the shorter comparison records 
as was done for the full 704-day analysis. The fractional differences in the determination of STICR relative to 
the full 704-day comparison show larger scatter in the UV variations but dampened with increasing length of 
comparison. Except for the first 176-day time period, the 352- and 528-day comparison length records fall with-
in a ±500 ppm agreement level with the 704-day record. Similarly, for wavelengths greater than 1,600 nm, the 
decreased level of stability produces larger and less organized agreement with the full time period comparison. 
For the 400–1,600 nm range, the different lengths of overlap time are considerably less important with less than 
about 250 ppm variations from the full record. As expected, in Figure 7c the standard error on the mean sys-
tematically improves with the length of time for the comparison. It is important to characterize the impact of the 
length of overlap from the perspective of both mission planning and the scientific impact of stability of long-term 
records. For the determination of an absolute irradiance correction factor, a reduced overlap campaign time of 
6–12 months is acceptable for the visible and near IR regions, but for the UV and the infrared >1,600 nm a length 

Figure 6. Panel (a) shows the fractional difference of Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) V27 relative to Total and Spectral 
Irradiance Sensor V06 SIM. Panel (b) gives the standard deviation and standard error on the mean on the ratio.
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of overlap of about 1 year is more appropriate. An overlap of 1 year allows for the characterization instrument 
behavior over the full range of on-orbit temperature variations and changes in optical behavior caused by ∼7% 
change in the apparent solar intensity with the Earth's elliptical orbit.

It must be emphasized that the discussion in the previous paragraph relates to the length of time required to pro-
duce an absolute scale correction factor. However, an equally important analysis of long-term stability is needed 
to address stability in multi-satellite data records. A more detailed analysis on this topic is in preparation for this 
journal and will be published in 2022. The salient points of this second manuscript will include discussion of (a) 
how autocorrelation affects the ability to identify real trends in the data; (b) non-linear behavior associated with 
transient response in one or both instruments cannot be mis-interpreted as a long-term trend; and (c) the ability to 
detect long-term trends is highly dependent on the length of overlap. This study will be conducted as a function 
of wavelength and will expand the discussion found in Weatherhead et al. (2017) and apply the methodology 
advocated in Weatherhead et al. (1998).

5. Integrated SORCE TAV V02 Spectral Irradiance Relative to SORCE TIM V19
The greatest value of the SORCE and TSIS-1 SIM instruments is the broad wavelength coverage amounting to 
about 96% of the total radiated output of the Sun thereby providing the ability to decompose the TSI and deter-
mine the wavelength dependent contributions to the total as well as the wavelength contributions to variability. 
Section  3.3.2 gave the spectral irradiance difference and ratio between SORCE and TSIS-1. The integrated 
SORCE and TSIS-1 instruments give a mean integrated SSI (ISSI) of 1321.17 ± 0.91 and 1308.43 ± 0.06 W 
m−2, respectively. The SORCE-TSIS-1 ISSI difference is 12.834 ± 0.191 W m−2 with a SORCE/TSIS-1 ratio of 
1.0098 ± 0.00015. The application of the STICRtav_ratio (Equation 2) then corrects SORCE to the TSIS-1 calibrat-
ed values and produces the TAV value that can be compared to the TSI over the full extent of the SORCE mission.

Figure 7. The Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) TSIS-1 Irradiance Calibration Ratio (STICR). STICR is a multiplicative factor that brings the 
SORCE V27 data onto the absolute calibration scale of Total and Spectral Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1). Panel (a) shows the STICR-V2.0 correction factor, shown 
in green for the standard SORCE Spectral Irradiance Monitor wavelength scale. Panels (b) and (c) simulate the effects of shorter overlap campaigns relative to the 
704 days overlap experiment shown in this study. This is done for both fractional differences (b) and for the standard error on the mean (c). All three panels also show 
a 10 nm spectral binning for 240–1,600 nm and 40 nm binning in the 1,600–2,400 nm region to suppress wavelength-to-wavelength structure. See the text for further 
discussion.
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The TSI gives the total radiated power, but for the spectral measurements approximately 96% of the TSI can be 
addressed through spectral irradiance integration in the 240–2,416 nm region. Over the full length of the SORCE 
mission, the residual unmeasured part of the spectrum amounts to a 52.1356 ± 0.217 W m−2 deficit. Figure 8 de-
tails the comparison of TAV ISSI and SORCE TIM TSI (Kopp et al., 2005). As explained in the previous section, 
TAV ISSI is generated by integration of the SORCE SIM TAV data product. Figure 8a compares the time series 
of TAV ISSI and with the modified TSI defined as SORCE TIM V19–52.1356 W m−2 Figure 8b gives the residual 
difference and includes ±3σ error limits of 0.653 W m−2.

In Figure 8c, the TAV ISSI and modified TSI histograms constructs the frequency of occurrence versus change 
in irradiance relative to the most probable irradiance (i.e., the mode of the distribution), a value indicated as 
1308.50 W m−2 within a bin size of 0.05 W m−2. The blue trace Figure 8c then shows the histogram using the re-
sidual difference displayed in Figure 8b. Figure 8c then relates the distribution in changes in irradiance of the TSI 
and ISSI over the solar cycle relative to the magnitude of the mismatch between the two measurements. Figure 8c 
shows a number of interesting results related to both the nature of the variability and the instruments that measure 
this variability. For ISSI and TSI the distributions are highly non-Gaussian with significant contributions from 
higher moments of the distribution (skew and kurtosis.) Most notably the TSI measurement is leptokurtic and the 
integrated SSI is platykurtic; the most probable TSI has a populated about a factor of 2 greater than flat-toped and 
more broadly distributed ISSI. The TSI and ISSI tend to track each other for more positive values, but for negative 
values the ISSI shows a greater population of values indicating a greater number of negative deviations in excess 
of decreases associated with dark solar features like sunspots. The difference histogram is more Gaussian in 
nature, with a full width half maximum of 0.5 W m−2, standard deviation of 0.212 W m−2 in agreement with the 
quoted value in Figure 8b. The higher noise levels in the first 450 days of the time series seen in Figure 8b are 
caused by poor wavelength control for the ESR in the 1598.95–2401.4 nm range that was corrected after that time 

Figure 8. A comparison of Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment TSIS-1 Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) Adjusted Value Integrated solar spectral irradiance 
(SORCE TAV ISSI) to the TSI as measured by SORCE SIM. Panel (a) compares the integrated SIM relative to the modified TSI value defined as SORCE TIM 
V19–52.1356 W m−2. Panel (b) then displays the SORCE TAV ISSI-modified TSI difference between the time series of panel (a) with absolute difference on the left-
hand axis, with fractional differences in parts per million on the right. Panel (c) shows frequency of occurrence histograms versus the change in irradiance. See the text 
for discussion on this panel.
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period. Conducting the same analysis excluding the first 450 days reduces the standard deviation to 0.207 W m−2. 
In a similar manner, the decrease in the ISSI signal after June of 2018 is related to temperature effects in the ESR 
as noted in Section 2.3.2 and shown most clearly in Figure 8b.

Outside the integrated wavelength range of Figure 8, the integrated irradiance from 200 to 240 nm contributes an 
additional 1.382 ± 0.004 W m−2 (average of SORCE SOLSTICE and TSIS-1 SIM); the SOLSTICE FUV portion 
(115–200 nm) adds 0.0996 ± 0.0004 W m−2. Altogether, the most reliable integrated SSI gives 1309.91 W m−2 
thereby giving an apparent contribution of 50.77 W m−2 attributable to the infrared longward the 2401.4 nm 
measured spectrum relative to SORCE TIM. Note that TSIS-1 TIM reports a TSI value of 0.858 W m−2 higher 
than SORCE TIM over the overlap time stamps reported in this paper.

6. Data Access
This comparison was conducted using the publicly available SORCE SIM V27 and TSIS-1 SIM V06 (24-
hr) datasets. STICR V02 (STICR = SORCE SIM to TSIS-1 SIM Irradiance Calibration Ratio) and TAV V02 
(TAV = TSIS-1 Adjusted Values) also use the same data releases. The DOIs for the datasets used are: 

1.  SORCE V27: https://doi.org/10.5067/LDDKZ3PXZZ5G.
2.  TSIS V06: https://doi.org/10.5067/TSIS/SIM/DATA312.
3.  STICR V02: https://doi.org/10.25810/22v9-9s08.
4.  TAV V02: https://doi.org/10.5067/8E8EG9HHVDZS.

The TSIS-1 SIM data is available at: https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/tsis/data/ssi-data/, and the SORCE (SIM 
and TAV) datasets are available at https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/sorce/data/. All three are also available at the 
NASA DAAC, https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/.

The STICR V02 data product is housed at CU Scholar—a collaborative service of the University of Colorado Li-
braries, and is available in ASCII and IDL. SAV file format. Version notes on STICR are also available at this site.

More information on the Interactive Data Language (IDL) is available at: https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/
Software-Technology/IDL.

An IDL file reader is available at: http://lasp.colorado.edu/data/sorce/file_readers/read_lasp_ascii_file.pro.

This program will read the ASCII files and return an array of IDL structures. The STICR IDL SAV file contains 
all the information in the ASCII file, plus additional information such as the specific days during the SORCE and 
TSIS-1 temporal overlap which were used in the determination of the STICR.

7. Conclusions and Discussion
The analysis presented in this paper can be summarized in the following way:

1.  Advancements in pre-flight calibration capabilities make the TSIS-1 SIM calibration more accurate by about 
an order of magnitude over what was available during the SORCE pre-flight era. Thus, a correction to the ab-
solute scale is a justifiable activity. In essence, this comparison provides an on-orbit calibration of the SORCE 
instrument with TSIS-1 SIM acting as a radiometric transfer standard from a NIST-calibrated cryogenic radi-
ometer compliant with international standards (Richard et al., 2020).

2.  The comparison was conducted on two instruments in entirely different states of stability and degradation. 
The reduced temperature stability of the SORCE SIM added additional systematic noise to the reported meas-
urement particularly for the infrared greater than 1598.95 nm as measured by the ESR. In spite of the re-
duced stability, the standard deviation of ratios and differences were typically within the 2σ noise limit of the 
SORCE SIM detectors.

3.  The SORCE-SIM to TSIS-1 SIM Irradiance Calibration Ratio (STICR V02) has been applied to SORCE 
SIM V27 to create the TSIS-1 Adjusted Values (TAV V02). The STICR data product, which provides all the 
intermediary data, is publicly available as described in Section 6.

4.  Comparing the TAV V02 values to SORCE TIM V19, it is found that the 1σ standard deviation is 0.2175 W 
m−2 or 166 parts per million, a remarkable success for a first-generation instrument.
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The methodology reported in this manuscript demonstrates that on-orbit recalibration can be very accurately 
conducted for two instruments with a well-matched and characterized optical/electrical/mechanical design. The 
advancements in SIRCUS-based (i.e., tunable lasers stimulation + cryogenic radiometer reference) will continue 
to lead the way for reproducible and tracible preflight calibrations. Future common TSIS-1 and TSIS-2 SIM in-
strument design and in-flight re-calibration will allow for the concatenation of multi-satellite time series of SSI 
with lower uncertainties than those found in this analysis.
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